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How to get trained to save the world, be a Superhero and do totally badass stuff.
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Plus how the same page can lead to 100k/month with no extra work...
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Here are the 10 Questions that Make up the BigReia Spear:

1.) What is the exact definition of success, input AND output?
2.) Who else around them on their team is "rich" and a success?
3.) How exactly are they using their "skill" to improve the world?

4.) Remember the ONLY way to judge them is with THIS question...
5.) Will you be learning from them directly, if not how can you?
6.) Are you scared of them, their work ethic and skilled team?

7.) Do you they have a Nobody Mountain that produces?
8.) Are you they connecting you to the Universe?  (RDF)
9.) What is their REAL business and why do they train?
10.) Do you see your Dream Outcome in a student?
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The MOST important question to ask of any influencer, trainer, guru, etc...
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The MOST important question to ask of any influencer, trainer, guru, etc...

Remember selling books JUST means you sold books.
Lotsa likes/views/followers means NOTHING - results for OTHERS?
Why doesn't Azam talk about his OWN copy writing successes and WINs?
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Don't Settle.

Your Dreams Are
 There for a Reason
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